
parachute

Join the community, be involved, get free tokens. 



parachute get free tokens

Mission Statement
Parachute was launched to help early stage crypto companies and their first fans find each other. 
We believe airdrops are a way of connecting people to new projects at an earlier stage, while also 
building a project’s first community of super fans. We believe the key to success for new crypto 
companies will be in creating community first, and building trust with that community as the project 
develops. 

To spur early engagement, we’re launching an app to reward community members who follow and 
engage with our partnering companies, via airdrop. This will let people become involved, as token 
holders of an early stage company, while following a team’s progress over their crucial early stages. 
Our app will reward users who both follow our partners, and are highly engaged super fans. 

Another challenge for early stage companies is entering exchanges as they mature. The Parachute 
exchange would feature companies that airdrop with the Parachute community. The PAR token 
would be the medium of the exchange. 

To put our money where our mouth is, we’re not doing an ICO. We’re also giving away 150mm (15%) 
of our tokens in airdrops and bounties as we build our earliest community. This Parachute. 
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What is Parachute

➢ Parachute is a community engaged in helping early-stage companies gain exposure and build 
their initial community through organized airdrops on the Parachute platform 

➢ Parachute is a platform to discover early stage crypto projects, receive airdropped tokens, and 
build a diverse community of engaged contributors

➢ Parachute exchange would allow tokens who’ve parachuted to our community to be actively 
traded via Parachute Token (PAR)
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Parachute the Community

Parachute is building a worldwide community of people (“Parachuters”), and early-stage crypto 
startups. We believe that the best way for our partnered companies (“Paradropers”) to fully take 
advantage of our platform is to give them exposure to highly engaged future community members.   
At its simplest level, the Parachute community is involved with supporting our Paradropers via 
engagement and following of social media channels. However, as our community grows, 
Parachuters can offer expertise, time, and help to the Paradropers to launch their product and 
succeed in whatever crypto or non-crypto space they plan to operate. 

By pooling together a highly engaged, highly skilled community, Parachute will be able to offer our 
matured partner projects skilled resources, payable via PAR. 
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Parachute the Community

To build our own community and rapidly scale, we’re offering a total of 100MM PAR in free airdrops 
to new signups at 100, 1K, 10K, 100K, an 1MM milestones! 
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Parachute the Platform

Parachute is building a multi purpose and functional platform to bring our amazing community and 
our Paradropers together. The Parachute team is very active in the NYC startup and crypto 
community. We partner with companies, organize a community focused airdrop campaign, and 
execute the airdrops for our partners to their community. We apply a traditional startup accelerator 
mentality of due diligence, reviewing a team, product, market, viability, scalability, moonshot 
potential, and traction of the companies that we partner with. We present those companies to our 
community via the Parachute app. Clearly identified terms for airdrops are listed, and are on a 
company to company basis. Additionally, Parachute coordinates airdrop distribution directly. 
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Example: Parachute partners with SampleToken (hypothetical early stage crypto company)

✓ The Parachute team performs necessary due diligence, meets the team, and decides if a product is right 
for the Parachute community. 

✓ Parachute establishes the amount of tokens to be airdropped, the amount of airdrops in the campaign, 
and the specific details (milestones to trigger airdrops, duration of time, preferred social media) and shares 
this in a clear way on a  “Parachute card”  for that community. 

✓ Ex. “SampleToken” will offer a total of 2mm XYZ tokens split over their 3 preferred social media accounts. 
They’ll break it into 3 airdrop events at 100 signups, 1,000 signups, and 10,000 sign ups. 

✓ Token allocation is split into two parts. Half for following (and saying “Here from Parachute” on their social 
media), and half spread across highly engaged users, picked at the discretion of the Parachute team. 

✓ Ex. 2mm XYZ tokens are added to Parachute. 667k XYZ tokens are allocated to the telegram community. 
❖ 111k tokens will be spread across the first 100 sign ups 
❖ 111k tokens will be spread across the next 1000 sign ups 
❖ 111k tokens will be spread across the next 10000 sign ups
❖ 334k will be spread across members who are highly engaged with building the Telegegram

community, over the course of the airdrop campaign. 
■ asking questions, giving feedback, socializing, and general contributions 

❖ If a milestone isn’t reached by a set time, every Parachuter who has signed up during that milestone 
period will still receive tokens - at the same amount as if the milestone was reached. 

✓ Parachute will share all new tokens, media links, and balance of earned tokens via the Parachute app

Parachute card example

Parachute the Platform
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Parachute the Token (PAR)
We envision the following

 PAR will have several tradable and utility aspects driving its value

 PAR may be used as a reward for freelance contribution, user engagement, and works produced 
to the build Paraddroper’s communities. 

 PAR may act as a medium of exchange, tradable on the Parachute exchange and open market  
as the community dictates. 
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Parachute the Token (PAR)            

 PAR initial allocations are as follows, but updates to the schedule and allocations will be open 
ended to allow for greater flexibility as the community grows and needs are better understood
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Parachute the Token (PAR) - Purpose

 Team Vault - Team member vesting pool, tokens will be allocated and delivered to team 
members on their predefined vesting schedule (found in whitepaper appendix) Airdrop – Funds 
allocated to scheduled airdrops

 Bounties – Funds allocated for Bounties, Treasure Hunts, and general giveaways. 

 Freelance Fund – Pool of PAR available for the foundation to hand out on a case by case basis 
for contribution to the Parachute community & platform, as well as partnering Paradroper’s
communities and products

 Primary Vault – Held by foundation, may be traded as needed to support financial needs of 
foundation and administration (SG&A) of token and platform

 Other Future Use – Pool of PAR set aside for future undetermined use, dictated by foundation

 Founders Funds – PAR allocated to founders for use at their discretion once vested (vesting 
schedule found in white paper appendix)
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Parachute the Exchange

Exchanges are a key barrier for early stage companies. As companies enter our platform and gain 
an audience for their product, we want to help them enter exchanges. Our goal is to launch an 
exchange which hosts select projects that partner with us for airdrops. The exchange will use PAR 
as the medium of exchange for all of the sponsored tokens.

We envision the exchange to operate off blockchain, to minimize fees and provide rapid transaction 
processing, not bogged down by the Ethereum network. Transactions will be relayed and confirmed 
on the Ethereum blockchain. 
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